APPLYING THE IUCN-WCPA
PROTECTED AREA
MANAGEMENT CATEGORIES

INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR CONSERVATION OF NATURE

The categories revisited
Strict nature reserve: mainly for science or wilderness protection

Ia

Wilderness area: mainly for wilderness protection

Ib

National park: mainly for ecosystem protection and recreation

II

Natural monument: mainly for conservation of specific natural features

III

Habitat / species management area: mainly for conservation of species
and habitat

IV

Protected landscape / seascape: mainly for landscape/seascape
conservation or recreation

V

Managed resource protected area: mainly for the sustainable use of
natural resources

VI

The process for applying the IUCN categories
starts with definition of a protected area and
should include assigning both a category and
governance type and will depend on site and
system specific issues
Protected area definition
Management category
Governance type
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• Legal documentation on purpose of designation
• Overall management aims and goals
• Objectives of protected area type (i.e. nature reserve)
• Site management plan and management objectives
• Legislation
• Management structures and decision making
processes

Some important points to consider when
applying the categories
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1. The category is
based on management
objectives:
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The choice of category should
be based on the primary
management objective(s)
stated for each protected area



The primary management
objective must be applicable to
at least 75% of the protected
area (and the remaining area
must be compatible with the
primary purpose of
conservation)

2: The 75% rule
Small areas, often
on the periphery of
the park (of no more
than 25 per cent)
with management
infrastructure (i.e.
offices, vehicle
maintenance depot,
etc)

Core area of the park (75 per cent or
more managed for ecosystem
services and controlled tourism)
Small areas, often on the
periphery of the park (of
no more than 25 per
cent) with more
intensive tourism
infrastructure and some
agriculture
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3. The difference between zones and “nested”
sites


Different zones in larger protected areas can also have their own
categories, but only if they are:
•
•
•
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clearly mapped
recognised by legal or other effective means as distinct areas
have distinct and unambiguous management aims that can be
assigned to a particular protected area category

Mixed
habitat
important
for bird
species

Mountain top source
of river
Gorge

Farmed area now
being restored as
important grassland
area with native
species and used for
recreation
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Wetland
area

Traditionally
mixed habitat of
forest (managed
and unmanaged)
and agriculture

Category Ia
government managed
protected area

Category IV Private
protected area
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Category III
Private protected
area

Category II
government
managed
protected
area

Category IV
privately
managed
protected
area

Category V
government
managed
protected area

Category Ia
government managed
protected area

Category V protected area

Restoration
management zone
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Core area
managed to
protect
important
wetland area

Category IV
privately
managed
protected
area

To recap: Zones and “nested” sites


Different zones in larger protected areas can also have their own
categories, but only if they are:
•
•
•
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clearly mapped
recognised by legal or other effective means as distinct areas
have distinct and unambiguous management aims that can be
assigned to a particular protected area category

4. Size and protected area category
Cat.

Ia
Ib

Size
Explanation
Often small Strictly protected, no-go areas are always difficult to agree except in
sparsely inhabited areas: therefore although large Ia areas exist (e.g.,
in ) they are probably the exception.
Usually
Part of the rationale of wilderness areas is that they provide enough
large
space to experience solitude and large-scale natural ecosystem.

II

Usually
large

Conservation of ecosystem processes suggests that the area needs
to be large enough to contain all or most such processes.

III

Usually
small

Larger sites containing natural monuments would generally also
protect other values (e.g., ecosystems and/or wilderness values).

IV

Often small If the site is set up to protect only individual species or habitats this
suggests that it is relatively small.

V

Usually
large

The mosaic of different approaches adding up to conservation gains in
landscape approaches suggests a larger area.

VI

Usually
large

The extensive nature of management suggests that it will usually be a
large area.
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5. Naturalness and protected area categories

Outside protected
areas

Protected areas
IUCN protected area
management category

IV
VI
Ia/Ib

V

II/III

Most natural conditions
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Line shows
degree of
environmental
modification

Least natural conditions

A short exercise introducing the IUCN categories
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Category II
• Primary objective: protect natural biodiversity along with its
underlying ecological structure and supporting environmental
processes, and to promote education and recreation
• Maintain:
–
–
–
–
–

representative examples of physiographic regions
biotic communities
genetic resources
unimpaired natural processes
viable and ecologically functional populations and assemblages of
native species sufficient to conserve ecosystem integrity and resilience

• Manage:
– visitor use for inspirational, educational, cultural, and recreational
purposes at a level which will not cause significant biological or
ecological degradation to the natural resources
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A short exercise introducing the IUCN categories
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Category IV
• Primary objective: maintain, protect and restore species and
habitats.
• Protect:
– vegetation patterns or other biological features through traditional
management approaches
– fragments of habitats as components of landscape or seascape scale
conservation strategies

• Provide:
– public education and appreciation of the species and/or habitats
concerned
– means by which the urban residents may obtain regular contact with
nature
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A short exercise introducing the IUCN categories
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Category V
• Primary objective: protect and sustain important landscapes
/seascapes and the associated nature conservation and other
values created by interactions with humans through traditional
management practices.
• Maintain:
– balanced interaction between nature and culture through protection
and traditional management approaches
– species associated with cultural landscapes (e.g. agrobiodiversity)
and/or conservation opportunities in heavily used landscapes;

• Provide:
– opportunities for enjoyment, well-being and socio-economic activity
through recreation and tourism;
– natural products and environmental services;
– models of sustainability development
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A short exercise introducing the IUCN categories
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Category Ia
• Primary objective: protect regionally, nationally or globally
outstanding ecosystems, species (occurrences or aggregations)
and/or geodiversity features: these attributes will have been formed
mostly or entirely by non-human forces and will be degraded or
destroyed when subjected to all but very light human
• Protect:
– ecosystems, species and geodiversity features in a state as
undisturbed by recent human activity as possible;
– examples of the natural environment for scientific studies,
environmental monitoring and education, including baseline areas
from which all avoidable access is excluded
– To conserve cultural and spiritual values associated with nature

• Minimize:
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– disturbance through careful planning and implementation of research
and other approved activities

A short exercise introducing the IUCN categories
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Category III
• Primary objective: protect specific outstanding natural features
and their associated biodiversity and habitats.
• Protect:
– biodiversity in landscape or seascapes that have otherwise
undergone major changes
– specific natural sites with spiritual and/or cultural values where these
also have biodiversity values

• Conserve:
– traditional spiritual and cultural values of the site
– cultural sites that provide havens of natural or semi-natural habitat in
areas that have otherwise undergone substantial modification – e.g.
ancient trees around temples
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A short exercise introducing the IUCN categories
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Category Ib
• Primary objective: protect the long-term ecological integrity of natural
areas that are undisturbed by significant human activity, free of
modern infrastructure and where natural forces and processes
predominate, so that current and future generations have the
opportunity to experience such areas.
• Provide:
– public access at levels and of a type which will maintain the wilderness
qualities of the area for present and future generations
– allow for low-impact minimally invasive educational and scientific
research activities, when this cannot be conducted outside the area

• Enable
– indigenous communities to maintain their traditional lifestyle and customs,
using resources in ways compatible with the conservation objectives

• Protect
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– The cultural and spiritual values and non-material benefits to indigenous
or non-indigenous populations, such as solitude, sacred-sites, etc;

• Category assignment is based on the primary management
objective
• Which should apply to at least 75% of the protected area
• Zones are not usually categorised separately but individual
protected areas can be ‘nested’ in larger protected areas
• Size can help indicate the protected area category
• As can the level of naturalness
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